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In a remote corner of the world, forgotten for nearly three thousand years, lived an enclave of
Kurdish Jews so isolated that they still spoke Aramaic, the language of Jesus. Mostly illiterate,
they were self-made mystics and gifted storytellers and humble peddlers who dwelt in harmony
with their Muslim and Christian neighbors in the mountains of northern Iraq. To these
descendants of the Lost Tribes of Israel, Yona Sabar was born. Yona's son Ariel grew up in Los
Angeles, where Yona had become an esteemed professor, dedicating his career to preserving
his people’s traditions. Ariel wanted nothing to do with his father’s strange immigrant heritage—
until he had a son of his own.Ariel Sabar brings to life the ancient town of Zakho, discovering his
family’s place in the sweeping saga of Middle-Eastern history. This powerful book is an
improbable story of tolerance and hope set in what today is the very center of the world’s
attention.

From Publishers WeeklyStarred Review. For his first 31 years Sabar considered his father, Yona,
an embarrassing anachronism. "Ours was a clash of civilizations, writ small. He was ancient
Kurdistan. I was 1980s L.A." Yona was a UCLA professor whose passion was his native
language, Aramaic. Ariel was an aspiring rock-and-roll drummer. The birth of Sabar's own son in
2002 was a turning point, prompting Sabar to try to understand his father on his own terms.
Readers can only be grateful to him for unearthing the history of a family, a people and a very
different image of Iraq. Sabar vividly depicts daily life in the remote village of Zahko, where
Muslims, Jews and Christians banded together to ensure prosperity and survival, and in Israel
(after the Jews' 1951 expulsion from Iraq), where Kurdish Jews were stereotyped as backward
and simple. Sabar's career as an investigative reporter at the Baltimore Sun and elsewhere
serves him well, particularly in his attempt to track down his father's oldest sister, who was
kidnapped as an infant. Sabar offers something rare and precious—a tale of hope and continuity
that can be passed on for generations. Photos. (Sept. 16)Copyright © Reed Business
Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.From BooklistFor almost 3,000
years, a tiny Jewish enclave existed in what is now the autonomous Kurdish region of northern
Iraq. The Jews and their Christian and Muslim neighbors spoke the ancient tongue of Aramaic,
which had once been the lingua franca of the Middle East and was spoken by Jesus. Sabar’s
father, Yona, was born in that enclave but immigrated to the U.S. when the creation of the state
of Israel created hostile conditions for Iraqi Jews in the 1950s. Yona, however, maintained strong
emotional ties to his native language and culture even as he ascended to a prominent academic
position at UCLA. Meanwhile, Sabar showed virtually no interest in his father’s background;
however, after the birth of his own son, he felt a desire to reconnect with his father and their
shared cultural heritage. Their joint visit to their ancestral town of Zakho rekindles memories of



the ancient community while strengthening the ties between father and son. An involving memoir
that works as both a family saga and an examination of a lost but treasured community. --Jay
FreemanReviewWinner of the National Book Critics Circle Award for Autobiography."Graceful
and resonant . . . A personal undertaking for a son who admits he never understood his
unassuming, penny-pinching immigrant father, a man who spent three decades obsessively
cataloging the words of his moribund mother tongue. Sabar once looked at his father with
shame, scornful of the alien who still bore scars on his back from childhood bloodlettings. This
book, he writes, is a chance to make amends"– New York Times Sunday Book Review (New
York Times Book Review )"If Ariel Sabar's My Father's Paradise were only about his father's life,
it would be a remarkable enough story about the psychic costs of immigration. But Sabar's
family history turns out to be more than the chronicle of one man's efforts to retain something of
his homeland in new surroundings. It's also a moving story about the near-death of an ancient
language and the tiny flicker of life that remains in it. . . . The chapters describing Yona's budding
success as a linguist are thrilling."– Washington Post Book World(Washington Post Book
World )"A wonderful, enlightening journey, a voyage with the power to move readers deeply even
as it stretches across differences of culture, family, and memory." – Christian Science Monitor
(Christian Science Monitor )A "remarkable new memoir" – Philadelphia Inquirer (Philadelphia
Inquirer )"Be forewarned: you will lose sleep over this book. . . . [Sabar] mesmerizes with the very
first sentences. . . . Unlike many memoirs flooding the book market these days, My Father’s
Paradise is both unique and universal.” – Roanoke (Va.) Times (Roanoke Times )A "thoughtful,
touching book. . . . A never-ending parade of colorful characters . . .I could not read quickly
enough as the Sabars worked to resurrect the past." – Elle magazine, Readers' Prize selection,
October 2008 (Elle Magazine )"Written with a reporter's flair for people and places . . .
Recommended." – Library Journal (Library Journal )"A sensitive exploration . . . [Sabar's
grandmother] emerges as a quiet heroine." – BookPage (BookPage )"With the novelistic skill of
a Levantine storyteller . . . Sabar explores the conflicting demands of love and tradition, the
burdens and blessings of an ancient culture encountering the 21st century. A well-researched
text falling somewhere between journalism and memoir, sustained by Mesopotamian
imagination.” – Kirkus Reviews (Kirkus Reviews )"Voices like Susan Hand Shetterly's are
soothing . . . Shetterly puts a hand on your forearm and says, come walk along the Maine coast.
Let's consider other species, eels and hummingbirds." –The Los Angeles Times(The Los
Angeles Times )Review"Taut and extravagant. A sweeping saga with the cadence of a Biblical
tale."– Daniel Asa Rose, author of Hiding Places: A Father and his Sons Retrace Their Family's
Escape from the HolocaustFrom the Inside Flap"I am the keeper of my family's stories. I am the
guardian of its honor. I am the defender of its traditions. As the first-born son of a Kurdish father,
these, they tell me, are my duties. And yet even before my birth I resisted."So begins Ariel
Sabar's true tale of a father and a son, and the two worlds that kept them apart and finally
brought them together: ancient Iraq and modern America.In a remote corner of the world,
forgotten for nearly three thousand years, lived an enclave of Kurdish Jews so isolated that they



still spoke Aramaic, the language of Jesus. Mostly illiterate, they were self-made mystics and
gifted storytellers, humble peddlers and rugged loggers who dwelt in harmony with their Muslim
and Christian neighbors in the mountains of northern Iraq. To these descendants of the Lost
Tribes of Israel, Yona Sabar was born.Caught unawares by growing ethnic tensions in the Middle
East after World War II, the Jews of Zakho were airlifted to the new state of Israel in the 1950s
with the mass exodus of 120,000 Jews from Iraq--one of the world's largest and least-known
diasporas. Almost overnight, the Kurdish Jews exotic culture and language were doomed to
extinction.Yona's son Ariel knew little of his father's history. Growing up in Los Angeles, where
Yona had become an esteemed professor at UCLA and had dedicated his career to preserving
his people's traditions, Ariel wanted nothing to do with his father's strange immigrant heritage.
Until he had a son of his own.My Father's Paradise is Ariel Sabar's quest to reconcile present
and past. As Ariel and his father travel together into today's postwar Iraq to find what's left of
Yona's birthplace, Sabar brings to life the ancient town of Zakho, telling his family's story and
discovering their place in the sweeping saga of the Sephardic Jews' millennia-long survival in
Islamic lands. About the AuthorAriel Sabar is an award-winning journalist whose work has
appeared in The Atlantic, The New York Times, Harper's Magazine, The Washington Post, and
many other publications. He is the author of My Father's Paradise: A Son's Search for His Jewish
Past in Kurdish Iraq, which won the National Book Critics Circle Award.From The Washington
PostFrom The Washington Post's Book World/washingtonpost.com Reviewed by Donna Rifkind
If Ariel Sabar's My Father's Paradise were only about his father's life, it would be a remarkable
enough story about the psychic costs of immigration. But Sabar's family history turns out to be
more than the chronicle of one man's efforts to retain something of his homeland in new
surroundings. It's also a moving story about the near-death of an ancient language and the tiny
flicker of life that remains in it. The author's father, Yona Sabar, was born in 1938 to an illiterate
mother in a mud shack in the remote mountain village of Zakho in northern Iraq, among a
community of Kurdistani Jews whose ancestry in the area could be traced back nearly 2,700
years. Co-existing affably with Muslims and Christians, these Jews were so isolated that they
heard nothing about the savage farhud, or pogrom, against the Jews of Baghdad in 1941, and
throughout the 1940s they had almost no idea about the fate of Jews in Europe. The Sabar
family spoke Aramaic, which was the lingua franca of much of the Middle East beginning in the
8th century B.C. and is believed to be the language of Jesus. Its domination ceased in the region
in the 7th century A.D., when conquering Muslim armies imposed Arabic. By the 1930s, except
in enclaves like Zakho, Aramaic as an everyday tongue was more or less extinct. (It survives
today in some scattered communities as well as in major Jewish texts and prayers.) Just as
Aramaic has been disappearing, so has Jewish life in Zakho. In 1930, there were 1,471 Jews in
the town of 27,000 people. Today, according to the author, there are none. Over the course of his
life, Yona Sabar traveled far from his origins. Exiled from the Eden of his childhood, he raised his
children in a dizzyingly different place: Los Angeles. "Aramaic," writes his son, "was his only
surviving childhood possession." The Sabar family left Zakho around 1950, along with nearly



every other Jewish family in Iraq. Impelled by increasing anti-Semitic violence and a forceful
denaturalization law, their flight was part of a dramatic exodus that became one of the largest
airlifts in history: In less than a year, some 120,000 Iraqi Jews abandoned their homeland for the
newly created state of Israel. Yet for Yona and his family, the reality of their arrival in the
Promised Land was vastly different from their dreams. Even after they moved out of the vermin-
ridden immigrant shanty town that was their first Israeli home, the family remained poor and
defeated, victims of discrimination against Jews from Islamic lands. Of those Jews, called
Mizrahim, the Kurds were the lowest on the social scale, stigmatized by many European-born
Israelis as primitives. Through sheer prodigiousness, Yona managed to distinguish himself,
gaining admission to Hebrew University in Jerusalem, where his talent for linguistics was quickly
discovered, and then to the graduate program in Near Eastern Languages at Yale. The chapters
describing Yona's budding success as a linguist are thrilling, as both he and his professors
recognized that as a speaker of Aramaic he was a living repository of an endangered tongue. He
began by tracing common roots among Aramaic and Hebrew words, then recorded and
analyzed the speech of an elderly storyteller from Zakho. In time, Yona's singular efforts led him
to UCLA, where he has taught for three decades and where he composed a definitive Jewish-
Aramaic dictionary, "racing against time," his son writes, "to document the language for the
generations of scholars who would come too late to hear it firsthand." Living in Los Angeles, he
has also consulted for the film industry, helping actors learn Aramaic for the 1977 George Burns
comedy "Oh God!" and for an episode of "Curb Your Enthusiasm." Ariel Sabar, a Washington-
based journalist who has worked for the Baltimore Sun, has framed his book as an act of
reconnection with the father who had always embarrassed him with his old-fashioned, Middle
Eastern ways. But this generational reconciliation is the book's weakest feature. As an
anguished mission to preserve the shards of his shattered culture, Yona Sabar's story speaks
eloquently on its own.Copyright 2008, The Washington Post. All Rights Reserved.Read more
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J Murphy, “Good condition. The book took a little longer to arrive than I had anticipated. It is in
good condition.  I am satisfied.”

Trekker, “Very interesting memoir and study. Written by the son of the main character, this is a
fascinating window into a little known corner of Middle Eastern Judaism and of a language and
people on the verge of disappearing. One needn't be Jewish to find this an excellent read.”

Peg French, “Fascinating. What a loving, living testimonial history of a nearly forgotten people.
The book reads like a novel. It is a profound story of human commonality.”

K., “Beautiful story. I love to read history (that matters). I fully realize that the events of the past
are just that - events of the past; they don't change the present but they do help us better
understand the present. I also enjoyed reading about a boy (now a man) reuniting with his
father.As a follower of Yeshua, who spoke Aramaic, I was very interested in learning about the
nuances of his language and the culture of the Kurdish Jews who seemed to hold fast to some
of the same lifestyle.”

Kathryn S, “Unusual man. A look into a world not part of my own (altho UCLA is a common
connection.) Only the obsession with the missing aunt becomes overbearing and sorry you
have this burden.”

Micki Shulman, “A journey to the past. Tracing one's roots can be very liberating and definitely
change onesviewpoin. The book was filled with treasures from the Kurdish Jews. It opens your
eyes into a culture previously unknown to me.Ariel Sabar's father Yona became alive through his
written words. He lovingly portrays his father and in doing so invites the reader into his
world.Bravo!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Exceptional story of a remarkable son and his father. Ariel is a gifted
writer, and so generous with his story. I enjoyed it cover to cover. The story is relatable to
anyone, but also rich with history and the dramatic picture of a faraway land. For me it felt very
personally relatable.”

Paul's Girl, “Beautiful Writing, Compelling Story. This lyrical book is a true find. I can’t
recommend it highly enough. Sabar tells the story of his father, a Kurdish Jew in Iraq. He
beautifully evokes the sense of time and place in Zakho, Iraq. The small village is so isolated
that the inhabitants still speak Aramaic, the language of Jesus. He delves into the Muslim/
Christian/Jewish interactions in the town, the roles of men and women, and the respectful
practice of faith. His retelling of his father’s immigrant experience in Israel and America is



harrowing and thought provoking. What does it mean to leave everything, including your
language, behind? Does the past define us? And what are the important things we decide to
carry from one country to the next?  Spend some time with this book.  You won’t regret it.”

Attar, “Really worth reading. My Father’s ParadiseBy Ariel SabarBeautifully crafted book.Ariel
Sabar is a second generation Iraqi Kurdistani jew was born in the USA. While growing up he
wasn’t sure about his parent’s cultural roots but became more interested and subsequently
delved into a fascinating journey to search for his Jewish roots, culture, and ancestors.- Ariel
adds additional evidence of the Iraqi political elite and government’s involvement in the 1941
Farhud/Farhood or pogrom inflicted upon the Jews of Iraq. Contrary to the propagated tell tales
of the Farhud as simply an act of thugs and criminals on the loose, he shows less evidence of
that. Iraqis Arab majority denial of the Farhud as an act of the political elite’s ideology is due to
their inability to understanding that reconciliation with victims requires taking the responsibility of
the criminal act to forgive oneself and to reconnect with the victims. Many Iraqis trying to crudely
seduce the Jews into restoring Iraqi citizenship to them as a gesture of reconciliation rather than
offering a sincere apology to feel dignified. One wonders how naive such suggestion is? The
Jews of Iraq acquired Israeli citizenship and they feel safe and protected in Israel, so what
entices them risking taking Iraqi citizenship again and become under the rule of an erratic and
inconsistent behaviour of a not-fully-fledged democracy.- Arie’s dazzling description of his
family’s tough conditions before and after the forced departure from Zakho their hometown in
Kurdistan Iraq. The deportation of the Jews from all parts of Iraq has its place in my heart like my
own family account of deportation and disposition. Ephraim, Ariel’s grandad, reminds me of my
father’s hopes of witnessing the fall of tyrannical regime fading away as years passing. Ephraim
and my father’s story of fading hopes of finding fragments of their past life in the new homeland
is a tale of humans’ attachment regardless of past’s moments of discomfort or even pain. Ariel’
description of Ephraim’s death saddened me as much as my own father’s death.- Ariel’s
staggering honesty and openness to convey the truth about the difficult time his dad’s family
experienced in Israel at it’s inception made me feel more confident to open up to talk about my
Iraqi cultural heritage in my new homeland. He talks about Israel’s imperfections beside its
determination to develop further rather than attempting to portray a perfect utopian image of it.
Although he was fully aware that his book will be in public domain, he reflected non-defensively,
openly and deeply on Israeli society and its associated problems. In other words he was not
ashamed of any of its imperfections after all we are dealing with humans and their societies. He
seems to feel the pain and suffering of his family, and he tells how determined his family was
while starting their new life in Israel. These images of pain, suffering and determination to
survive and even excel seem to have universal bases shared by my own family’s experience of
deportation and successful resettling.- Beautifully crafted portrayal of a family dynamics where
Yano’s parents expectation of him returning to Israel and him raising a family in the USA with his
wife whom he loved. When his parents started struggling financially, the guilt seeped in but



nothing he could do to meet his parents desire of returning to Israel his homeland.That family
dynamics is as universal as any other human quality.- Humane description of Ariel’s dad
insecurity and at times ambivalence toward the life in USA. The forces of nostalgia to Zakho’s
simple life and missing his family in Israel were strong and torn Yano deeply. I share similar
sentiment, but since my retirement I see it as a matter of being content with what I achieved and
feeling secure in my new homeland, rather than nostalgia to return to my country, roots and its
culture of origin.- As for Ariel’s teens years and the battles with his father, he precisely captured
the essence of the conflicts with his dad; he eloquently identifies the nature of the conflict as a
normal desire of a teenager to fit in by denying his father’s roots and heritages as if they were
unwanted ugly shadow trailing behind him due to the sun shining on his handsome face.- “He’s a
person of folk, not an elitist” Nancy Ezer told Ariel describing his dad Yona. She thought this
attitude originates from cultural modesty, but as someone who can identify with Yona I think her
analysis could be partially true. In my view, relating to folks rather than the elite reflects his
insecurity when in doubt how much of the new culture he has absorbed while living in the new
homeland for decades. Yona’s culture of origin inhibits openness to express views that might be
quite different or contradictory to his elite colleagues, but interacting with ordinary folk is much
easier because it does not require competitive edge or being a demanding interaction. Yona said
few pages later “My mood changes after I teach.....psychologically, this is an encounter where I
know what to say and people listen” ....”Unlike some other kinds of social encounters, where the
rules are not easy to follow”. This could prove my point of his awkwardness interacting with elite
peers.- Ariel’s relentless search for his kidnapped baby aunt Rifqa on trips with his dad Yona and
on his own gave me a sense of my own quest for the lost thing I never knew what it was? I was
born in Iraq but expelled from it and it took us 3 years to get to our new homeland Britain. I
showed no interest to find more about my father Iranian descents or mother unknown roots, and
that probably a denial of their roots importance, but Ariel’s search intrigued me and I was glued
to his book, so could his search be mine too? My search is to find the unknown loss which I
never knew its essence.- Ariel Sabar and Marina Benjamin books have helped me to accept my
Iraqi cultural roots which I always was ashamed of. His way of describing the acceptable and the
unacceptable elements of Kurdistan Jewish culture enabled me to reflect on my feeling of
antagonism toward my roots.”

Ronfeld, “Well written, fascinating biography well worth reading. My Fathers Paradise by Ariel
Sabar 2008,328pg au.I am always keen to read a new Jewish writer, and a gratefull for someone
who has made an effort to write about the history and culture of a Jewish community that has
dissapeared.This is the biography of Yona Sabar written by his son. Yona was brought up in
Kurdistan in the town.Zakho. At home he spoke Aramaic in the streets Kurdish and at school he
learned Arabic, then arrived in Jerusalem when he was 12 years old. What is interesting is that
he and his siblings were good students and finished school while most of his generation were
dropouts. At university he was recognised as having something unique of mother tongue



Aramaic and this resulted in him getting into Yale and he ends of living his life in America with an
American wife and becomes a professor of Middle Eastern Languages.His son only becomes
interested in the family history when he has his own children and Ariel who by then is a reporter
researches the whole family background.It is also interesting that there are 35 million Kurds in
the world and they don't have a national state. While the few million Palestinian who nobody is
interested in have such a big noise because Jews are involved.This book interests me as I
learned 3 dead or dying languages. In South Africa , at school we had to learn the other official
language Afrikaans, however in post Apartheid SA it has been relegated to one of many 9 tribal
languages. Yiddish was the language my grandparents brought from Lithuania and that no
longer has a new generation of speakers like when I was a kid. We had to learn a 3rd language
at school and the only teachers available were Latin teachers and today very few learn classical
dead languages.It also interests me as my son's girlfriend is of Iraqi Kurdish extraction and is
working on her Masters degree. So with time the 2nd or 3rd generations of Israelis have melted
into the pot.”

Mr. Neil R. Alexander, “well worth a read. Anyone interested in topical history & have friends in or
from these areas must read this. Although Christians don't get much show time it's all so topical
& can relate to the biblical truths.”

koolmam, “Really good read !. Ariel`s writing about his family history is interesting informative
and moving.His father turns out to be a gifted linguist and proud of his roots as a Jewish
Kurd..........great.”

Naomi Russell, “beautifully written. Beautifully written and entwines fiction with non fiction
wonderfully. Very poignant and a must read. Informing, amusing, poignant and heart warming.
Superb descriptions of a time and place lost to us. Highly recommend.”

The book by Ariel Sabar has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 584 people have provided feedback.
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